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The influence of defects on the specific heat and thermal conductivity of quantum crystals is
considered. As a rule, the presence of defects decreases the thermal conductivity due to phonon
(or electron) scattering. However, at sufficiently low temperatures the point defects turn into
quasi-particle defectons which can transport heat by themselves. The defecton thermal conductiv
ity may be significant, due to the other temperature dependencies obtained in this lNork. Defecton
statistic effects in the low-temperature heat capacity and thermal conductivity are considered,
and analytic formulae for all interesting cases are obtained.

PaCCMOTpeHO BJUIRHlfe nei{leKToB Ha TeIlJIOeMHOCTb If TelIJIOrrpOBO;IJ;HOCTh ImaHTOBbIX

HpMCTaJIJIOB. HaK npaBMJIO nC!peRTbI YMeHhlIIalOT TerrJIOrrpoBOll:HOCTh, pacceMBaR !pOHOHbI

M 3JIeRTpOHbI. Oll:HaIW, rrpM ll:0CTaTOqHO HII3HIIX TeMrrepaTypax TOqeqHbIe ll:c!peHThI ll:eJIO

HaJIlf3YlOTCR II npcBparn;alOTCR B :rma3IIqaCTIIIJ;bI - ;IJ;e!peHToHbI - HOTopbIe caMII MoryT

rrepeHocIITb TelIJIO. ,I...(e!peHToHHaH TCrrJIOrrpOBO;IJ;HOCTb MomeT ORa3aThCH cymecTBeHHoH

6JIaro.u;apR IIHbIX TeMnepaTypHhIx 3aBIIc1fMocTeH, Ha:H:JJ;eHIIhIx B pa6oTe. PaccMoTpeno

BJJ.IIHHlIe CTaTlICTIIHII ne!peKToHoB Ha H1I3KoTeMIIepaTypHyIO TenJlOeMHOCTh II Terr.rronpo

BO;IJ;HOCTb II IIoJlyqeUbI anaJIIITlIqec:rme BblpameHlIH ;IJ;JIR IIHTepecHblx rrpe;J,eJIbIIbIX CJIy

qaeB.

1. Introduction

As it is well known, the crystal lattice defects play an important role in the thermal
conductivity which is connected with phonon- or electron-defect scattering. But at
sufficiently low temperatures the point defects (vacancies, impurities etc.) turn into
quasi-particles - defcctons [1,2] which can transport heat. As it will be shown below,
their contribution to the low-temperature thermal conductivity can be significant.

2. Specific Heat of the Defecton Gas

When developing defecton gas thermodynamics one must keep in mind two impor
tant features of the defecton spectrum. First, the whole spectrum is enclosed in a
finite energy interval and, second, the width of this interval (in simple lattices this
coincides with the band width c:) is small compared to the Debye temperature (J;
e.g. in the case of 3He impurities in solid 4He [3] e ~ 10-4 K, (J ~ 26 K, and in the
case of vacancies the band width is of the order of several degrees K. Therefore, in
the temperature region in which defeetons exist the phonon specific heat rapidly
decreases when the temperature decreases. (According to the Debye theory the specific
heat varies as (rPj(J)3). As regards the defecton specific heat, its behaviour depends
strongly on the temperature considered. When the temperature is less than the
degeneracy temperature (T*) of the defecton gas the statistics of the excitations plays
an important role. But due to the small defect concentration, the defeeton number
is always much smaller than the state number in the band. Therefore, the degeneracy
temperature turns out to be extremely small and the region T* < T < T k only is
accessible for experimental studies (Tk is the temperature above which no defectons
exist. T k is dependent on the type of defects, but it is always lower than the Debye
temperature {4]).
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In the temperature interval considered the defecton gas obeys the Boltzmann
statistics. The statistical integral has the form

Vn[ 1 11'& _ e(k) ]n
Z = -:;r (2n)~" e T dk • (1)

where v'" is the crystal volume, n the defect number, e(k) the defecton dispersion law,
and k the defecton quasi-wave vector. For simplicity we will consider a simple cubic
crystal. Then, the defecton dispersion law can be written in the form [2]

E(k) == Eo - A (cos kxa + cos kya + cos kza) , (2)

where a is the lattice constant. The integral (1) in which the dispersion law is given
by (2) can be expressed by a Bessel function Io(~) as follows:

Z== Nn
e- ¥n I3n (A ) (3)

n! 0 T

and the Helmholtz free energy per unit cell is

F = xco + xTIn : - 3xT In Io(~).

where N == Jlja3 is the total number of crystal atoms, x == njN the defect concen
tration.

The chemical potential of the system is

fL=co+Tlnx-3Tlnlo(~). (4)

First we will consider a system with fixed defecton number. Such a situation, for
example, is realized in the case of impurities or other defects which can be created
and vanish on the sample boundaries only. Actually, the time a defecton needs to
reach the salnple boundaries can be evaluated from the relation 7: ~ L2jD, where L
is the sample linear size, and D is the diffusion coefficient. If't is much larger than the
times \ve consider the defecton number can be considered as fixed, and - in such
a Inanner - fL =f= O. Then the specific heat (per lattice site) is equal to

, provided T* < T < T k • (5)

The temperature dependence of the specific heat given by (5) is shown in Fig. 1.
As it was Inentioned above, the degeneracy temperature of the defecton gas is

extremely small :
T* == AX2/3 (6)

2 3 4
TIA ----

Fig. 1. Defecton heat capacity versus A/T. The dashed line at
(T /A) x2/3 applies to Fermi-defectons
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and the inequalities T* < A < T 1c hold. It is therefore convenient to consider the
asymptotic behaviour of the specific heat. Thus we have

3 A2 1°f Ao ~ 2 T2 X ~ T < T k (7)

and
3

C~-x
2

if T*< T~A. (8)

Of course, formulae (7) and (8) are independent of any assumptions about the lattice
symmetry and the choice of the dispersion law, and can be obtained from (1) on the
condition A ~ () only, which is always fulfilled.

With the concentration fixed the specific heat (7) is comparable with the Debye
specific heat at a temperature

T1 rv (8~4 A 2()3Y/
S

x1
/S •

In the case of impuritons in solid He the factor before x is of the order of 10-1 to
10-2 K.

The condition T 1 > A leads to the inequality x > 1.6n4 (Aj{))3 which is well ful
filled in all the cases known up to now. Thus at T < T 1 one must observe an increase
of the specific heat when the temperature decreases and afterwards a plateau follows
(8).

Generally speaking, the defecton number can not be fixed, and it is calculated from
the thermodynanlical equilibrium condition f-L == O. Such a situation can take place if
vacancies play the role of defects, since the vacancy band width can be of the order
of several K and the temperature relaxation times can be rather small. In such a
case the vacancy concentration decreases exponentially when the temperature de
creases:

x == 13 (A) e-so/T
o T '

the free energy

F== - T13 (A) e-eolT
o T '

and the specific heat

3E~ -8 IT [ A 2 AIl'( T ) A
2(11)2]o ~ 102 e 0 1 + 3 2 - 6 - - 1 + - + 6 2" - .

T Eo Co 10 2EO Eo 10

At telnperatures T* < T < A this is simplified as follows:

C = V2~A (2~Are-
d

/
T

,

where Ll == Eo - 3A is the gap width above which the defecton spectrum begins.
At the other temperature limit (A < T < T k ) we obtain

C ~ (~re-e./T • (9)

At temperatures T < T* the defecton statistics is of paramount significance.
In the most interesting case of Fermi defectons (vacancies in 3He, impurities of 3He
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in solid 4Re, and substitutional impurities of 4He in 3Re etc.) the specific heat varies
proportional to T,

(
n )2/3 T "

OF = - X1/3 -.
3 A

If the defectons obey the Bose-Einstein statistics
interaction is negligible we obtain

(
T )3/2

0B = 0.32 A '

(10)

and the defecton-defecton

(11)

i.e. the specific heat per lattice site is independent of defecton concentration.

3. Thermal Conductivity

To investigate the defecton thermal conductivity we will use the gas kinetic formula

c
x=-D,

a3

(12)

where D = (1/3)lv is the defecton diffusion coefficient, 1the defecton mean free path,
and v the defecton mean velocity. The condition required is 1~ a, i.e. the mean free
path must be much larger than the lattice constant. This condition is equivalent to
the inequality [3]

xa< 1, (13)

(15)

where a is the defecton-defecton cross-section (in units of a2). As it was shown in
[3,4] the diffusion coefficient in the temperature region A < T < T k can be described
by the interpolation formula

D-l = ~ {xa + y~ (~)9} ; (X "'" 1.27 ,'\ (14)
(XSE E 8p

where E is the energy band width (for simple lattices E = ZA, Z is the number of
nearest neighbours), 8p = hs/2a "'" 8/8, S is the sound velocity, and y a numerical
factor dependent on the type of defect. Both terms get comparable at a temperature

(
EXa)1/9

Tc "'" 8p 8 .
y p

3 xD
xO =2V R

In the region E < T < T c the first term in (14)
conductivity coefficient varies as T-2:

A2
x=xoT2 '

is of importance, so the thermal

( 16)

where R is the gas constant and V the molar volume. In the case of 3Re impurities
in 4Re xD ;:::::; 10-11 cm2/s [5] and Xo "'" 10-10 WJcm K. At the same time the highest
thermal conductivity of an ideal Debye crystal with linear size L "'" 1 em and 8 =
= 26 K is xD ~ 102T3 W/cm K. In such a manner at T ~ 10-4 K the defecton
thermal conductivity will predominate. At such temperatures it is impossible to
make a conclusion about the crystal perfection from the thermal conductivity only.

The defecton thermal conductivity increases still more rapidly with decreasing
temperature in the region T c < T < T k where the second term in (14) gives the main
contribution to the diffusion coefficient, and the specific heat is described by formula
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(A)4 (fJ )11
U = U1 8

p
,; X,
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(17)

Taking into account that the phonon and defecton mechanisms of heat transport
are independent and using Mattiessen's rule, the thermal conductivity can be written
as follows:

[
1 T2 1 (fJ )4(T)1l]-1

U= U
O

A2+
U1X

1 fJ
p

+Uph,

provided A < T < T k (Uph is the phonon thermal conductivity).
If T* < T < c but T> Tc the diffusion coefficient is given by [4]

D r--' as (fJp / T)

and the specific heat is C = -%- x. Thus

(18)

(19)

However, to discover such a dependence experimentally is almost impossible, espe
cially if 3He impurities in 4He are considered, because of the vanishing concentrations
x required for the inequality T c~ c.

Although the temperatures T < T* are extremely low and still inaccessible by
experiment, this region is of exceptionally great interest because it is the region
where the defecton statistical properties are manifested best. In (6] we named this
"the very quantum region".

Let us consider the defectons which obey the Fermi-Dirac statistics. If T < T c the
diffusion coefficient can be described by the gas formula D F ~+lVF' where the
velocity on the Fermi surface is given by the expression

and the mean free path is l = a/(i XO'. Here x is the concentration of that part of the
defectons which really take part in transport phenomena, i.e. the defectons situated
near the Fermi surface. So we obtain x :.::::: X T/CF' where

1
C = - (3n2)2j 3 Ax2j3

F 2
(20)

is the defecton energy on the Fermi surface.
On the other hand, one must keep in mind that the cross-section depends both on

the band width (6] and on the temperature. Indeed, the collision defecton momenta 
both before and after the scattering - must be close to the Fermi momentum. As the
cross-section is proportional to the number of final states it must be proportional to T:
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Thus the diffusion coefficient of Fermi defectons is obtained,

(3n5)2/3 a2 A 3

D F == --:r;:- T2 x2
/
3

• (21)
4 V2 nao

Taking into account C r>v T (10) at the temperature considered we see that the
thermal conductivity coefficient is inversely proportional to the temperature

o A 0 n 4 a 2 AR
XF = XF T ' XF = 4 y2 ha

o
V x · (22)

One must keep in mind that it does not follow from (22) that the heat conductivity
is proportional to A2X as ao depends on CF' too. Because of the small value of the Fermi
energy compared to the interaction energy this dependence can be rather strong.
For example, if the defecton-defecton interaction has the form V(r) == Vo(alr)3 within
the quasi-classical approach

(23)

is obtained.
Conditions for application of formula (23) lead to the inequality X > (A / VO)3 which

is realized for all reasonable concentration of 3He impurities in 4He.
Finally we note that at very low temperatures the mean free path can be larger

than the sam pIe size. In this case the diffusion coefficient becomes

1
D ~3LvF

and the heat conductivity varies as T.
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